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Career In Diagnostic Labs
These days’ students have shifted their career
prospects by picking career in paramedical. With
the shift of demand and with the increasing
number of candidates to the paramedical jobs lead
various colleges open to offer PARAMEDICAL
COURSES IN DELHI. In this leading education
industry, Cradle Institute of Paramedical Science
is one of the best paramedical medical college in
delhi which offers the paramedical courses like
Medical Lab technician, Emergency medical
technician and General Duty Assistant. Now a
day the lab technician has many jobs prospect in
private and as well as government organization.

If we talk about career
A career in medical lab technology takes place largely in the laboratory, analyzing blood and tissue samples,
making cultures and matching and preparing blood donations for transfusion. Considering The Health Care
School as one of the best paramedical college in delhi, it focuses on practical to make the students well
trained before they join any medical industry. Medical lab technologists work in hospital laboratories,
pharmaceutical firms, research facilities and other lab by doing paramedical courses in delhi. Even the The
Health Care School pivot on the another career alternatives of the students too like:

Biological Technician
Also playing a similar role in assisting scientists with lab experiments, biological technicians collect and
prepare samples of human tissue and fluids as well as other organic materials, such as food products and
water. The Health Care School take care of this and responsible for the set up and cleaning of laboratory
equipment and tools, performing tests and creating detailed reports of findings from the students.

Chemical Technician
For those interested in helping chemists and engineers create and improve new products, becoming a
chemical technician could be a good career option. Students in this run tests that analyze the composition and
quality of different kinds of products and solutions. They also prepare experiments, examine processes, mix
up solutions, write reports and maintain equipment used in the lab.
The Health Care School is one of the best paramedical college in delhi where faculties put its all efforts to
make the student well built in career as they are well trained in their particular subjects like Pathology,
Anatomy, Microbiology. By giving them proper career knowledge session and providing them regular
practical’s.

